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This report examines the role of the State Manpower Services Council 

(SMSC) in Alaska. The SMSC contracted with the Institute of Social and 

Economic Research to help it define a more useful way of working with the 

Prime Sponsors established under the Comprehensive Employment and Training 

Act (CETA)1 and of addressing Alaska's general manpower problems. 

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 

The project had four specific objectives: 

1. To summarize the required functions of the SMSC as defined in 

current and pending CETA legislation. 

2. To examine Prime Sponsors' views of needs related to improving 

the planning, coordination, and delivery of manpower services 

and the role the SMSC could play in addressing these needs. 

3. To design a mechanism by which the SMSC can responsibly and 

effectively enhance its performance of its functions. 

4. To prepare a draft planning process and schedule for the SMSC. 

Project Status 

Project objectives were completed and a draft planning process was 

presented to the SMSC during the September 1978 meeting. The SMSC voted 

to adopt the planning process as a basis for their work during FY79. 

1For a description of CETA purposes and provisions, see CETA, a booklet 
published by State Manpower Services, Department of Community and Regional 
Affairs, Pouch C, Juneau, Alaska. 
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Project Reports 

This project has produced three related reports. The present report is: 

1. An Analysis of the Role of the State Manpower Services Council 

This report examines the legislatively required functions of the 

SMSC and Prime Sponsors' views of the usefulness of alternative 

SMSC activities. It contains the proposed SMSC planning process 

adopted by the SMSC during the September 1978 meeting. The 

report is organized into three sections: 

a. LEGISLATED FUNCTIONS OF THE SMSC 

b. PRIME SPONSOR NEEDS IN RELATIONSHIP TO SMSC FUNCTIONS 

c. A PROPOSED PLANNING PROCESS FOR THE SMSC 

In addition, two other reports detail the operation of Alaska's man

power delivery system: 

2. Alaska Prime Sponsor Profiles 

This report describes the organization and program operations of 

each of the fifteen Alaskan CETA Prime Sponsors during FY1978. 

Each profile includes information on the Prime Sponsor: a) organ

ization, b) programs, c) coordination with other agencies, 

d) particularly successful programs, e) manpower program planning 

process, f) manpower program review process, g) Regional Advisory 

Council, and h) funding levels for FY1978. 

3. Postsecondary Vocational Training in Alaska: A detailed listing 

by institution of vocational programs offered plus descriptions 

of related occupations 

This report identifies the types of occupational training available 

in Alaska at the postsecondary level. It analyzes the specific 
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occupations for which training is provided and the institutions 

at which this training may be obtained. Such information is 

useful in examining the need for new vocational programs and 

the articulation of vocational training with manpower demand in 

Alaska .. 

Each of these reports may be obtained from: 

Lois Lind, Director 
State Manpower Services Division 
Department of Community and Regional Affairs 
Pouch BC 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Project Methods 

In analyzing the legislatively required role of the SMSC, both current 

and pending CETA legislation was examined.
2 

The operation of the SMSC in 

h 1 . d 3 ot er states was a so reviewe. 

To examine Prime Sponsors' views of potential functions of the SMSC, 

each of the fifteen CETA Prime Sponsors in Alaska was interviewed during 

4 the summer of 1978. The interview covered three areas: 

1. Improving coordination of manpower activities: Prime Sponsor 

recommendations to SMSC. 

2. Use of 4% statewide ~ervices funds: Prime Sponsor recommendations 

to SMSC. 

3. Prime Sponsor organization and program. 

2 The role of the SMSC is defined in Section 107 of the Comprehensive 
Employment and Training Act of 1973. See Appendix A. The new CETA legis
lation was not available at the time this report was written. 

3state Manpower Services Councils, Washington, D.C.: National Governors' 
Conference: Center for Policy Research and Analysis, 1975; The Governors 
and CETA: A Profile of Special Manpower Grants Activities, Washington, D.C., 
National Governors' Conference: Center for Policy Research and Analysis, 1977. 

4The Prime Sponsor interview may be found in Appendix B. 
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After completion, we returned each interview form to the Prime Sponsor to 

be checked for accuracy. Manpower directors also reviewed each Prime 

Sponsor profile prior to its incluiion in this report. 

To obtain a better perspective on SMSC functions in the context of 

other Alaskan manpower activities, this project completed several other 
I 

tasks. It reveiwed exisung sources of Alaska employment and unemployment 

statistics in terms of their usefulness to the SMSC and to Prime Sponsor 

manpower planning activities. It analyzed Alaska's vocational education 

system to examine its relationship to manpower problems and the CETA system. 

The project also examined national research on CETA programs in terms of 

its relevance to Alaska. 

LEGISLATED FUNCTIONS OF THE SMS C 

One of the purposes of CETA was to increase the responsiveness of 

federally funded manpower programs to local unemployment problems. CETA 

transferred primary responsiblity for planning and administering manpower 

programs from federal agencies to state and local organizations, the "prime 

sponsors." CETA also was intended to decategorize manpower funding so 

that local Prime Sponsors could develop the mix of programs--classroom 

training, on-the-job training, work experience, and public service jobs-

most appropriate for the needs of the local populations. While the goals 

of decentralization and decategorization have not been fully realized, 5 

CETA does provide more local flexibility than under previous manpower delivery 

systems. 

5 Federal legislation increasingly restricts use of funds to particular 
population groups (e.g., youth) and allocates funds for particular program 
activities (e.g., public service employm.ent). 
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Decentralizing manpower programs through CETA increased local flex

ibility but it also increasaiproblems of coordinating multiple agencies. 

Without any overall planning, the different elements of a state's manpower 

system--job service offices, research and analysis activities of the Depart

ment of Labor (DOL), Prime Sponsor manpower programs, vocational education 

offerings--might be poorly articulated. Certain essential activities could 

be left out and others duplicated. With each Prime Sponsor operating its 

own programs, information about effective and ineffective manpower approaches 

might not be widely available. 

In addition to coordination problems, decentralization of manpower 

programs meant that broad,long-range manpower planning activities might be 

neglected. Individual Prime Sponsors, concerned about operating complicated 

local programs, were apt to lack time or resources to undertake general 

manpower planning. Such activities might include identification of the 

manpower implications of new economic developments in the state, analyses 

of the availability of training programs relevant to occupational demand, 

and experimenting with pilot projects using innovative approaches to manpower 

problems. 

CETA legislation established the SMSC to perform these general manpower 

coordination and planning and analysis functions. While Prime Sponsors 

were concerned with local problems and needs, the purpose of the SMSC was 

to examine the manpower needs of the state as a whole. The SMSC sought 

to facilitate manpower program coordination and to increase program effec

tiveness. The SMSC, in short, was intended to improve the use of limited 

resources in meeting the overall manpower needs of the state. 

The SMSC takes a statewide perspective and a manpower-systems 

perspective. It does not duplicate the role of local advisory ·councils 

to each CETA Prime Sponsor. These advisory councils address local manpower 
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needs: identifying target populations, planning manpower services which 

address their needs, coordinating CETA programs with other manpower activ

ities, and monitoring and evaluating Prime Sponsor operations. The SMSC 

is concerned with how the activities of all Prime Sponsors and other man

power agencies fit together, and their cumulative efficjency and effectiveness 

in addressing the state's unemployment problemso 

The issues which the SMSC addresses can be organized into four broad 

areas: 

I. Equity 
II. Efficiency 

III. Effectiveness 
IV. Innovativeness 

Figure 1 illustrates the types of questions with which the SMSC is concerned 

in each of these categories. 

To make available its analyses of these issues, the SMSC must produce 

certain required products (Figure 2}. These include an Annual Report, which 

summarizes manpower activities in Alaska in relationship to the state's un

employment problems. The SMSC must also make recommendations to the Governor 

and to other agencies, if desired, on how Alaska's manpower system can be 

made more effective and efficient. The SMSC must also review and comment upon 

the annual Vocational Education Plan and the annual CETA grant applications of 

the Balance of State and Municipality of Anchorage Prime Sponsors. 

In addition to performing these required activities, the SMSC has a 

wide range of options in carrying out other manpower activities useful to 

the state. The Council can use the 4% Statewide Manpower Services Funds, 

for example, to commission special studies of manpower problems, operate 

demonstration programs, or provide labor market information and other useful 

services to Prime Sponsors. The following section examines the needs of 

Prime Sponsors and types of services that Prime Sponsors view as the most 

appropriate. 
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FIGURE l 

STATE MANPOWER SERVICES COUNCIL: ILLUSTRATIVE ISSUES 

1. EQUITY 

1 •, Are population groups in need of manpower services being served? 

• e, What job opportunities exist which are appropriate for these groups? 

• 1 • Can new job opportunities be created through growth or job restructuring? 

2. EFFICIENCY 

• • • What Prime Sponsor problems limit program accomplishment? 

• • • Where would greater coordination improve manpower services? 

• • • How can duplication of services be avoided? 

3. EFFECTIVENESS 

• • • Which manpower program approaches are most successful by such criteria as: 

e achieving high placement rates into unsubsidized employment 

• meeting critical community needs 

• using approaches harmonious with preferred lifestyles 

• achieving a high degree of cost-effectiveness 

• achieving system-wide efficiency through coordinating resources 

4. INNOVATIVENESS 

• • • What strategies could be initiated to better meet Alaska's manpower needs? 

• • • What are the costs of alternative strategies and what is the likelihood of 
success given political and other realities? 

• • • What policy initiatives should the SMSC ~ndertake and t~rough wh~t means? 
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FIGURE 2 

REQUIRED AND OPTIONAL ROLES OP STATE M.AJ~POWER SERVICES COU:JCILS 

S!·,ISC PRODUCTS 
Required: V 

Annual Report: Manpower 
Needs and Progra:rns 

l. R-~omnendations to the 
Governor: Man~wer 
Policies, Prcgrams 
and Priorities 

3. Corrrnent on Manp:,wer-related 
Grant Applications: 
a. Voc Ed Plan 
b. Balance of State Man

power Plan 
c.. Anchorage Manpower 

plan 

Cptio:nal: I 
4. Inforrrational Revie\-v of 

SUPPORT ACTIVITI 

" 
1. Manpower Planning 

a. Need.s Assessment 

b. Proolems and Resource 
Analysis 

c .. Strategy and Goal 
Fonnulation 

d. Implementation 

:Mar1p:rv1er Grant Applica- 2.. Review and Coordination 
tions of CETA III's 

5. S:pecial Reports 

6. Derronstration Programs 

7. Informational Services. 

3. s-1.5 (4%) Allocation 

4. Program and Policy 
Initiatives 

INFORMATION NEEDED 

" 
Manp:,wer Proble1ns 
Universe of Need 
Alaska Laoor Market 

Service Providers 
Assessment of Problems 
Program Limitations 

Alternate Approaches to · 
Problems 

Priorities 
Manpower Service Strategy 

Recorrmendations 
Pilot Project(4%) 
Unsolicited Proposals 

Review Procedures 
Review Criteria 

Manpower Ne<.:Xls, Resources, 
and Strategies 

Changes in Federal arid/ or 
State Manp:.:>we.r Policies, 
Programs and Funding 

INPORMATION SOURCES 
V 

Ch"'TA Quarter 1 y Reports 
CErA Annual Plans 
DOL Publications 
Contractual Assistance 

Post Secondary Co!TJ.'rission 
Directo:ry 

Manpower Advisory Councils 
Interview with Pr:unes and 

Agencies 

Soliciterl Prop:>sals 
Interviews with Primes, 

Agencies and Task Forces 

Prime and Agency Responses 
to review evaluation sheet 
which accanpan.i_es their 
grant application sheet. 

Preliminary Manp:r.-1er Plari.i."1ina 
Analysis and Findings 

Solicited Responses from Prirr.es, 
Agencies and Intereste:5. Croups 

Tentative CETA Allocations 
State Budget Ri:::q:.1est 

:,1c·1..r1J:0·wer a.rid Vee Ed ~-Jee."l.cly 
lL"'gilscitive Infor~nation Services 
Un?olicited Suggestions 



PRIME SPONSOR NEEDS IN RELATIONSHIP TO SMSC FUNCTIONS 

In addressing its legislatively defined functions, the SMSC has the 

opportunity to address at the same time concrete needs of Prime Sponsors 

operating CETA programs. The interviews conducted with Prime Sponsors 

suggested substantial overlap between SMSC manpower planning activities and 

specific information Prime Sponsors need. 

While substantial potential exists for the SMSC to perform functions 

useful to Prime Sponsors, at present the SMSC is not doing so. Of Prime 

Sponsors interviewed, 73 per~ent said that the SMSC was not currently providing 

services which assisted them in fulfilling their goals (Table 1). Those 

Prime Sponsors who saw the SMSC as performing a useful function primarily 

cited advocacy for Prime Sponsor interests, for example, charrging inappropriate 

CETA regulations. Advocacy of their interests is a_role that Prime Sponsors 

very much want the SMSC to continue. 

Prime Sponsor Problems and Concerns 

For the _SMSC to decide whether and how to address Prime Sponsor needs, 

it is important to understand some of the problems Prime Sponsors face in 

operating manpower programs. This section discusses six problem areas common 

to many Prime Sponsors interviewed: 

1. Little availability of accurate information. 

2. High rates of staff turnover. 

3. Lack of program continuity. 

4. Need for improved program substance. 

5. Need for better linkages with other Prime Sponsors and relevant 

manpower agencies. 

6. Administrative difficulties. 
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TABLE 1 

CURRENT USEFULNESS OF SMSC TO PRIME SPONSORS 

Summary of Prime Sponsor Interviews 

I. c. Role of the State Manpower Services Council. 

1. Are there services currently provided by 
SMSC which have assisted in fulfillment of 
your goals? 

Number of Respondents: 15 

If so, what are they? 

Additional Prime Sponsor Comments 

-Valuable because of the Governor's approval on statewide policy. 
On a national level the SMSC efforts toward CETA re-authorization, 
funding are useful. 

-Native prime sponsors are invited to meetings. There are 
regular representatives on Board who send info.rmation back for 
those who cannot make it to meetings. (Prime sponsors must let 
DINAP know when they are going to meetings out of their 
region.) 

-Supportive to Native primes, legislation to give Governor 
veto power, supportive in legislative concerns. However, 
staff overlap with BOS is a problem - would like separate 
staff. 

-Establishment of State Manpower policy is useful although 
in need of revision. 

-Perceive the SMSC as providing guidance and policy rather than 
services. 

-I am not aware of what the Council does. 

-There is general confusion about roles and services provided 
by the Council. 

-Communication back to the Prime Sponsors is poor. 

-Because it is unclear what the SMSC does provide. 
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Little Availability of Accurate Information 

Prime Sponsor directors wanted better informatio~ for use in program 

decision-making. Such information needs included: 

1. Changes w~thin the overall manpower delivery system which could 

affect their programs (such as changes in administrative personnel 

and phone numbers or modification in program eligibility standards). 

2. Related CETA developments such as new training programs useful to 

their participants or information on manpower approaches which 

were successful elsewhere that might be pertinent to their own 

program. 

3. Projected economic developments in such areas as those concerning 

the Outer Continental Shelf or industry expansion. 

4. Information from related organizations and boards which may be 

pertinent to CETA programs including timely minutes and/or meeting 

summaries from SMSC. 

5. Statistical information which accurately indicates rates of unem

ployment, population diversity and regional economic conditions. 

This situation is ironic in that CETA manpower directors must read and 

assimilate reams of required information on CETA guidelines, reporting, and 

program content requirements. Yet, they express interest in information 

which is timely, compact, and readable. 

High Rates of Staff Turnover 

In the four months this project operated (June-September), four out of fif

teen manpower directors changed and numerous personnel shifts occurred within the 

CETA programs. Such high rates of staff turnover occurs partly because of 

the stress of operating a CETA program. Personnel are expected to "come 
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in running" to an ongoing program, often designed by someone else .. They 

must cope with large amounts of required federal docu~entation. They 

must negotiate and renegotiate short term agreements for a variety of 

worksite placements and training programs. They must maintain good public 

contact although they are taking over programs which often have a poor 

public image. 

Administrative staff in large rural regions face additional problems. 

Extensive travel takes them out of the office. When they are in the central 

location, they must provide long distance supervision and orientation for 

many persons in outlying communities who are formally supervising others 

for the first time. This process of staff training is time consuming, 

especially because staff turnover means new people must constantly be 

trained. Weather conditions, mail service delays, and "outside" communi

cation breakdowns also add to the potential for high job stress. 

Prime Sponsor directors expressed a need for better methods of orien

ting new staff., They wanted information that would inform new staff of 

related agencies and institutions useful to CETA participants (such as 

names and current phone numbers of community college directors). They 

wanted standard forms which provided useful program information, for example, 

forms to list alternative termination reasons for each client. They wanted 

job descriptions so staff would know what their job responsibilities were 

and how their jobs were linked to other persons in the organization. 
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Lack of Program Continuity 

CETA programs in Alaska receive from Region X in Seattle frequent modi

fications in program guidelines, funding allocations, and reporting require

ments. Program directors must react quickly to commit the organization to 

new action in order to receive and maintain levels of funding. 

Limited technical assistance is available to assist Prime Sponsors in 

reacting to changes or in complying with the extensive system of CETA 

regulations. For example, Title III Prime Sponsors currently work with two 

Seattle based federal representatives. However, the area of operation of 

these representatives also includes programs outside Alaska, and their time 

for Alaskan Prime Sponsors is limited. 

In addition to lack of continuity in regulations, CETA programs are 

often in a state of physical flux which is disorienting to both staff and 

participants. Offices move without notice of where new headquarters were 

located. Entrances to offices are often located obscurely and program 

markings are vague in some instances. Physical isolation may act as an 

unintentional deterrant to some potential participants. 

Need for Improved Program Substance 

Prime Sponsor directors were also concerned over the substance of 

their programs. In administering CETA, the overriding issues became the 

volume of federal paperwork (e.g., quarterly reports, regular pr~gram mon

itoring, ongoing reports), the volume of persons being served, and inter

action with federal CETA offices. Consequently, there was little time 

left to design and distribute materials such as program staffing guidelines, 

procedural guidelines, course content descriptions, job descriptions, and 
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follow-up procedures. In some instances, time constraints meant there 

wasn't enough time to train staff to develop programs which would creatively 

and visibly respond to community needs. 

Prime Sponsor ~irectors particularly stressed the need to develop 

evaluation criteria for education, training and employment experiences in 

such a way that the evaluation would provide useful information for super

visors, participants,and program administrators. They wanted a process 

that would insure that they would participate in the evaluation, know evalu

ation results, and see programs change to reflect evaluation issues. 

What should be counted as "program success" in rural Alaska manpower 

programs was ambiguous. Under current systems, indicators of success 

range from "meets individual goals" to "completes program" to "receives 

monies, which, by circulation, will enhance local economy" to "moves to 

unsubsidized employment" to "increases personal self-sufficiency. 11 The 

standard for success at the federal level is the number of "positive ter

minations'! (pt.imarily unsubsidized employment). However, this standard is 

inappropriate in rural areas which lack large numbers of unsubsidized jobs. 

Other indicators were more useful at the program and at the participant 

levels, such as increased personal self-sufficiency by acquiring marketable 

skills and knowledge of labor market access points. Follow-up of partici

pants, related to this evaluation concern, was viewed as the weakest 

program area (Table 2). 

In addition to the need to ·develop better evaluation criteria, Prime 

Sponsors were concerned about developing job descriptions. Such descriptions 

could be used as a tool to review the appropriateness of worksite activities, 

as a spring board to other employment by substantiating task skills acquired, 

and as a means of evaluating programs. 
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TABLE 2 

PRIME SPONSOR VIEWS ON STRONGEST AND WEAKEST AREAS 
OF THEIR PROGRAMS 

(percent distributions) 

"Given the following aspects of your program, which do you see as your 
strongest and weakest areas?" 

AREAS* STRONGEST WEAKEST ----
Recruitment 33'. 13 

Development 33 7 

Training 20 13 

Placement 20 33 

Follow-up 0 60: 

No Response 7 7: 

*Some Prime Sponsors named more than one area as their "strongest" or 
"weakest." 
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Need for Better Linkages with Other Prime Sponsors and Relevant Manpower 

Agencies 

Prime Sponsors talked with considerable interest about cooperative 

ventures with Prime Sponsors in other regions. Substantial informal contact 

already exists, particularly in the area of technical assistance (Table 3). 

Within some regions there are particularly good working relationships 

between regional office directors for Balance of State subregions and Title 

III Prime Sponsors (e.g., the Nome area has developed this type of relation

ship with Kawerak). 

Prime Sponsor directors would also like to increase linkages with 

manpower related councils and boards and to improve the feedback available 

after related meetings. The physical isolation of Prime Sponsors increases 

the necessity of timely meeting summaries. 

Administrative Difficulties 

Within Alaska there are common external barriers to effective program 

administration: 1) slow mail delivery; 2) poor telephone access to outside 

lines; 3) physical distance from program legitimators such as Region X; 

4) delay in shipping program materials; and 5) isolation from other Prime 

Sponsors and service deliverers, which results in delayed information from 

the federal government, late financial transaction~ and inappropriate delays 

of program activity. 

In addition to these problems, CETA Prime Sponsor directors are concerned 

about the management of their own organizations. Linkages between program 

administration and accounting offices require improvements to make statistics 

more readily available, financial status reports more up to date, and paychecks 
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TABLE 3 

AREAS IN WHICH PRIME SPONSORS 
HAVE WORKED WITH OTHER PRIME SPONSORS 

(percent distributions) 

Proportion of Primes Reporting 
Area Cooperative Efforts 

Joint Training Programs 73 

Subcontracts 34 

Exchange of Employment Information 53 

Joint Employment Programs 40 

Technical Assistance 9 3 

Number of Respondents: 15 
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to participants more timely. Report submission from local supervisors and 

service deliverers also requires more time consciousness. 

Another administrative issue is overlapping staff positions with 

vaguely defined job responsibilities. While such overlap is viewed as 

encouraging program flexibility, it also means that considerable staff 

energy must be spent on internal information to find out "who does what" 

and what the appropriate procedures are. 

Effective administration is also hampered by inappropriate CETA 

guidelines including: 1) unrealistic income eligibility requirements, and 

2) an unemployment period which is incompatible with seasonal and subsistence 

life styles. 

Potential SMSC Action Steps Which Address Prime Sponsor Problems 

While many Prime Sponsor problems do not fall within the scope of SMSC 

activities, the SMSC does have a number of resources which it could allocate 

to areas of Prime Sponsor concern if it chooses to do so. For example, the 

SMSC can direct staff in the State Manpower Services Division to perform 

specific services for Prime Sponsors. The SMSC can allocate the 4% State 

Manpower Services funds to projects useful to Prime Sponsors. The SMSC can 

also advocate changes in state and federal agency programs that cause dif

ficulty for Prime Sponsors. 

To obtain systematic information on what particular SMSC action steps 

Prime Sponsors would consider useful, the Prime Sponsor interview listed 

six alternative SMSC coordination activities and eight potential uses for 

the 4% funds. Prime Sponsors rated the usefulness of each possible SMSC 

project (Table 4). These ratings, together with Prime Sponsors' explanatory 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF PRIME SPONSOR INTERVIEWS ON 
ROLE OF STATE MANPOWER SERVICES COUNCIL 

(percent distributions) 

I. The SMSC could aid in coordinating manpower activities in 
different ways. Which of the following services would be 
most useful to your program?* 

Very 
Useful Useful 

1. Publishing an annual 
directory of pertinent 
agencies, programs and 
contact persons. 

2. Disseminate information 
on innovative and success
ful programs. 

60 

20 

3. Providing, through the 27 
regular CETA Newsletter, 
information on agency 
programs useful to Prime 
Sponsors. 

4. Sponsoring conferences 27 
where agencies and other 
Prime Sponsors present 
their programs and iden-
tify mutual concerns. 

5. Contacting Prime Sponsors 20 
on an individual basis to 
determine their program 
coordination needs and 
then contacting relevant 
state, federal and local 
agencies. 

6. Develop and advocate 
manpower policy. 

27 

20 

53 

40 

33 

27 

13 

Somewhat Not 
Useful Useful 

7 13 

13 7 

20 13 

20 20. 

20 33 

7 53 

No 
Response 

0 

7 

o. 

0 

0 

0 

Are there other ways you could suggest for the Council to assist the 
Pri~e Sponsors in the area of manpower services coordination? (See 
attached comment summary in Appendix C)~ 

* Explanatory comments may be found in Appendix C. 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 

II. Prime Sponsor recommendations for use of 4% Statewide Service Funds. 

We would like to obtain your views on the kinds of statewide manpower 
projects and activities the State Manpower Services Council should 
support. 

Below are listed several possible projects and activities. These 
have been suggested by Prime Sponsors and members of the SMSC or 
have been used successfully in other states. For each of these, 
would you indicate how useful the project would be?* 

Very Somewhat 
Useful Useful 

Not No 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Useful 

Develop yearly statistics 50 
for Prime Sponsor use on em
ployment and unemployment 
of target groups as required 
in the CETA annual plan. 

Develop an Alaska Manpower 33 
planning model for use by 
Prime Sponsors. Such models 
have been used successfully 
in other areas to qualify 
target groups, identify the 
particular barriers which 
hold them back in the job 
market, and analyze alter-
native manpower services in 
order to choose the manpower 
strategy that best meets their 
needs. 

Sponsor conferences which 33 
provide Prime Sponsors with 
opportunities for obtaining 
the latest information on 
areas of anticipated econemic 
development and new job 
openings in Alaska. 

27 7 

20. 20 

47 7 

*Explanatory comments made by prime sponsors may be found in 
Appendix C. 

Useful Response 

17 0 

13 13 

13 0 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 

Very Some,.;hat Not No 
Useful Useful Useful Useful Response 

4. Sponsor conferences •,;':-!ich 20 67 7 6 0 
address new directi.or:..s in 
job development stra 
and provide Prime S?O:lSOrs 
with better infori2.aticn 
on Alaska educational 
progr?,ms. 

5. Sponsor experif:!~ntal ?rO- 27 47 20 6 o· 
grar1s such as a job-s::.aring 
or job restructurir:.g demon-
stration program. This 
pilot program ,;,;ould exam-
ine the potential of job-
sharing as a means fo:-
increasing the total :1.urnber 
of jobs in local areas and 
for structuring jobs :::o 
more closely fit wit':1 the 
lite style preferen::::es of 
certain target grot.:ps. 

6. Support studies which take 27 33 13 20 7 
2. broad or long-ter::i ?er-
spective on Alaska -;:i2.:::power 
issues, for example, 2.rraly-
zing the total cor:cu::,ity 
impact of CETA trairu .. ~g and 
employment programs a::.d 
deternining what couU. occur 
if CETA funds were cu:: sub-
stantially or withdra~~-u. 

1 .. Develop pi'anning .r::~- and 40 34 13 13 0 .L v.i. 

evaluation of 1aanpo-:;2::: 
programs appropriate. 
for subsistence life 
styles. 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 

Very Somewhat Not 
Useful Useful Useful Useful 

B. Provide Technical and 40 27 7 13 
Training Assistance inclu-
ding the following areas: Prime Seonsor Re9.uests 
-Program Administration 5 

and management training 
-Management information 1 

systems 
-Preparation for audit 1 
-Fiscal management systems 3 

Other 

Other areas of technical assistance requested by prime sponsors 

-Program development. 
-Orientation to the quarterly reporting system. 
-Providing techniques for cohesive staff, and development 

of supportive services. 
-Providing job development techniques for estabiishing jobs 
~in the private sector to encourage people to get into 
:unsubsidized employment. 

No 
Response 

13 
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comments (Appendix C) suggest four areas where the SMSC could effectively 

6 assist Prime Sponsors. 

1. Providing Information Services 

Prime Sponsors strongly wanted clear, timely accurate information 

in the following areas: 

a. Directory of Prime Sponsors and manpower related agencies, 

programs, and contact persons. 

b. Descriptions of new and ongoing agency programs pertinent 

to Prime Sponsors. 

c. Description of innovative and successful programs and 

administrative procedures, especially manpower programs 

relevant to rural Alaska. 

d. Analyses of anticipated Alaskan economic developments and 

related job openings. 

e. Detailed descriptions of Alaskan educational programs and 

possible job development strategies. 

f. Orientation information about the role of the SMSC and 

its relationships with Title I and Title III Prime Sponsors, 

the Governors' Manpower Policy Council, and state and federal 

agencies. 

Prime Sponsors emphasized the need for information, but did not 

specify a particular form. Some Prime Sponsors, for example, found 

conferences a useful medium for the exchange of information. Others 

considered conferences a waste of time and moneyo 

6These areas have been summarized because percentage responses to 
individual questions can be misleading if the explanatory comments are not 
taken into account. For example, some Prime Sponsors agreed with the 
general thrust of an alternative but disagreed with the specific example 
given. 
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Expanding the CETALASKA newsletter as a substantial information 

sharing document is a low cost strategy which, the SMSC should 

consider. Timeliness of information is a major consideration, and 

CETALASKA is a monthly publication. It could be used as a medium 

to provide up-to-date lists of Prime Sponsor contacts,, inform 

Prime Sponsors of promising program approaches, disseminate SMSC 

meeting summaries, etc. 

The SMSC could supplement the newsletter by sending out relevant 

information packages or sponsoring conferences as appropriate. 

For example, the SMSC could distribute the two reports produced 

by this project, Alaska Prime Sponsor Profiles and Postsecondary 

Vocational Training in Alaska, which directly address Prime 

Sponsor information needs. 

2. Facilitating Intra-Prime Sponsor Exchanges of Technical Assistance 

Prime Sponsors want concrete practical assistance and are turning 

to other Prime Sponsors as a highly useful source for such aid. 

Indeed, 93 percent of Prime Sponsors reported such cooperative re

lationships with other Prime Sponsors (Table 3). However, due to 

limited travel funds, much of this assistance is limited to tele

phone conversations. 

While 40 percent of Prime Sponsors rated technical assistance as 

a very useful SMSC activity (Table 4), this area is a delicate 

one for the SMSC to enter. Channels for providing technical 

assistance are already established. Also, new sources of technical 
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assistance may become available to the Title III 1s through a 

Region X office in Anchorage. 

Depending on the course of future technical assistance arrange

ments, the SMSC may wish to consider facilitating the development 

of a "Resource Bank" of Alaska CETA administrative personnel. 

Travel expenses could be provided for persons with program exper

tise to assist other Alaska Prime Sponsors in solving administrative 

problems and in orienting new staff. Project VEX in New England 

exemplifies such a technical assistance system (seep. 26). 

3. Supporting Projects Designed to Develop Manpower Program Models 

Relevant to Subsistence Life Styles and Program Evaluation Criteria 

Relevant to Alaska's Rural Unemployment Situati.on 

Prime Sponsors were quite interested in the development of manpower 

programs appropriate to the life style preferences of rural Alaskans. 

Almost three-fourths of Prime Sponsors viewed job sharing as a 

potential method both for increasing the total number of unsubsi

dized jobs in rural Alaska and also for structuring work-time to more 

closely fit with life style preferences (Table 4). The SMSC may wish 

to consider supporting a job sharing demonstration program, es

pecially in those public agencies that provide major employment 

opportunities in rural Alaska. 

In addition, Prime Sponsors wanted to develop criteria of program 

success that were appropriate to rural Alaska and useful to both 

program staff and program participants. The major federal criterion 

of success for CETA programs is the rate of unsubsidized employment 
l' 
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Page 5 MANPOWER AJm VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WEEKLY August 17, 1978 

NEW ENGLAND PRIME SPONSORS TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL AID TO ONE ANOTHER· 

The Employment and Training Administration has awarded funds for a unique six-month 
pilot project to help New England prime sponsors provide technical assistance to 
one another. 

The contract was awarded to the New England Council of CETA Prime Sponsors, Inc., 
which says the project is the first of its kind in CETA history. The technical 
assistance network, called Project \TEX (Volunteer Experts), will be available to 
all Region I prime sponsors. 

NECCPS Executive Director Stephen Berman, said, "Essentially, w~'ll be identifying 
experts in CETA program areas, matching these with prime sponsor direct requests 
for TA and handling all the logistics involved." Project VEX is unique, Berman 
said, "in that a private, nonprofit organization will act as the sponsor-to-sponsor 
facilitating agent for TA," relieving some of the burden of ETA regional offices. 

The council already has some experience with the VEX concept, having operated such 
a system on a part-time basis. Under terms of the DOL contract, the council will 
spend two months conducting a TA skills inventory through questionnaires and field 
visits to New England prime sponsors. The inventory will identify experts in the 
areas of program administration, planning, management, activities, employment and 
training support services, public relatio~1s and informa.tion, intergovernmental. re
lations and legislation. 

The inventory will also locate experts who can travel to other prime sponsors and 
provide technical assistance. 

Clearinghouse The TA skills data will be maintained in a clearinghouse which 
will handle requests for aid from prime sponsors. The council will shortly begin 
a campaign, with help from ETA, to tell prime sponsors about Project VEX services. 
In addition, Project VEX will assist the regional office in conducting needs assess
ment updates by maintaining a current profile of technical assistance needs among 
Region I prime sponsors. 

For.more information, contact Janice Wojtowicz, New· England Council of CETA Prime 
Sponsors, Inc., 854 Asylum Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. Telephone (203)525-2099. 
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placements. In rural Alaska, where few jobs are available, 

unsubsidized placement is not a realistic goai. The SMSC ~ay 

wish to consider funding a project designed to develop useful 

measures of success for manpower programs in rural Alaska. 

These might include such additional indicators as projects which 

a) meet critical community needs, b) use approaches harmonious 

with preferred life styles, c) develop individual skills, d) 

achieve a high degree of cost-effectiveness, and e) achieve 

system-wide efficiency through the coordination of multiple 

resources. 

4. Developi.ng Accurate Regional Information on Universe of Need __ 

Prime Sponsors wanted accurate statistics on unemployment and 

underemployment for the population groups in their regions. Only 

five Prime Sponsors reported using labor statistics from the 

Research & Analysis Division (R & A) of the Department of Labor, 

and, of these, only two were satisfied with them (Table 5). Prime 

Sponsors were generally impressed with the expertise of Research 

Analysis staff but believed that the division did not have the 

resources to generate useful regional data. 

The SMSC should explore with R & A the possibilities of: 

a. generating statewide unemployment statistics that conform 

to the format of CETA quarterly reporting requirements (such 

as similar age breakdowns). Such information would be highly 

useful to the SMSC in examining the issue of equity, to what 

extent manpower services are distributed over needy population 

groups, and 
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TABLE 5 

PRIME SPONSOR USE OF STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS 
(percent distributions) 

Proportion of Primes 
Using Service 

L Job Service, Dept. of Labor: (No. of Respo ndents=l5) 
Occupational testing, job 
openings 93 

2. Research & Analysis 
Division, Dept. of Labor: 
Labor statistics 

3. Employment Security, Dept. 
of Labor: Record keeping, 
certification 

4. BIA, Employment Assistance 
and other services 

5. Adult & Continuing Education 
Dept. of Education 

6. AFDC-WIN, DHSS 

7. Veterans Administration 

8. Economic Development 
Administration, Dept. of 
Commerce 

9. Local Community-based 
organizations pertinent 
to this region. (e.g. 
Fairbanks Native Assoc
iation) 

10. Agencies which provide 
support services 
a. Social Services 
Program--BIA 
b. Day Care Assistance 
- CRA 
c. Legal Assistance-
Alaska Legal Services 
d. Food Stamps - DHSS 
e. Health Services--includ-

ing ANMC, Mental Health & 
Family Planning DHSS 

33 

67 

67 

27 

40 

20 

27 

73 

47 

47 

80 
40 

33 

Proportion of Primes 
Who Used Service Who 

Are Very Satisfied 
With Services 

$ased on No. Who Used 
Service) 

75 

40 

44 

71 

15 

80 

100 

67 

100 

75 

100 

64 
40 

100 
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b. generating regional unemployment statistics that address 

planning needs of Prime Sponsors. For example, methodology 

might be set up through which R & A uses data generated by 

Prime ~ponsors to estimate regional unemployment. R & A: 

should also make available to Prime Sponsors regional infor

mation on job surplus and job shortage areas. While this 

data is currently published, it is not discussed in a manner 

that makes it useful to Prime Sponsors in their labor market 

planning. 

While CETA legislation emphasizes that an important task of the 

SMSC is to coordinate Prime Sponsor activities with those of state 

and federal agencies, interviews with Prime Spopsors suggest that 

better Prime Sponsor/agency coordination is not a priority issue, 

except in the case of R & A. Prime Sponsors use of agency services 

varied among agencies (Table 5). Most Title III Prime Sp0nsors 

used services administered through the regional nonprofit organi

zations rather than working directly with the state or federal 

agency. While Prime Sponsors were not highly satisfied with many 

agency services, the problems were those commonly recognized with 

the social service delivery system particularly in rural Alaska. 7 

Since these problems do not fall specifically within the scope of 

SMSC manpower planning activities, the SMSC may want to direct 

its own limited resources to other areas. 

7see Appendix C for explanatory comments. 
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A PROPOSED MANPOWER PLANNING PROCESS FOR THE SMSC 

The SMSC must perform certain functions defined by CETA legislation. 

These primarily concern an evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency 

of Alaska's manpower system on a s·tatewide basis. The SMSC has the option 

of responding to the needs of Prime Sponsors. Since many Prime Sponsors 

want manpower planning information, considerable overlap occurs between 

SMSC activities and Prime Sponsor needs (Figure 3). Thus, the SMSC has 

the opportunity to respond to Prime Sponsor concerns while addressing its 

legislatively required functions. 

To perform both these tasks, the SMSC needs to engage in a general 

manpower planning process. This process gathers information on Alaska's 

manpower system as a whole as a basis for indentifying critical problem 

areas on which the SMSC may wish to focus. This process also identifies 

SMSC decision options, such as meeting particular Prime Sponsor needs. 

A Proposed SMSC Manpower Planning Process: Worktasks 

A suggested manpower planning process for the SMSC is detailed in 

Figure 4. Planning is divided into four phases: 

Phase I: Needs Assessment 
Task 1: Identify problems 
Task 2: Determine universe of need 
Task 3: Analyze labor market 

Phase II: Resource and Problem Analysis 
Task 4: Identify service providers 
Task 5: Assess problems 
Task 6: Specify program limitations 

Phase III: Resource and Problem Analysis 
Task 7: Generate alternate approaches to problems 
Task 8: Prioritize approaches in terms of resources required & 

probably effectiveness 
Task 9: Select manpower service strategy 
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SMSC ACTIVITIES 
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2. Information on available job opportunities 
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3. Description of Alaska vocational education 
programs, their quality, and level of 
occupational preparation 

4. Listings of state agency, Prime Sponsor, and 
SMSC programs and contact persons 

5. Descriptions of successful, innovative 
programs 
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FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 4 
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Phase IV: Implementation 
Task 10: Submit recormnendations 
Task 11: Initiate pilot project (4%) 
Task 12: Prepare unsolicited proposals 

The first two phases are information gathering stages. The SMSC can 

assign these tasks to State Manpower Services staff. It can contract with 

outside organizations for collection of needed data or enter into nonfinan

cial agreements with other agencies, such as Research & Analysis at the 

Department of Labor. It can also assign specific tasks to SMSC committees. 

Phases III and IV are decision making stages. These require the SMSC to 

exercise its judgment on the basis of the experience of its members and 

the information produced through the first phase of the manpower planning 

process. 

In short, the first few phases are essentially research functions which 

can be assigned to technical staff or contracted out. The latter phases 

require establishing priorities, making value judgments, and using different 

spheres of experience to generate viable problem approaches. 

An Illustration of the SMSC Planning Process 

To illustrate how this planning process can be used, the employment 

situation of middle aged and older Alaska Natives can serve as an example. 

This potential problem (Task 1) was initially identified by examining current 

CETA programs in Alaska. A large proportion of the public service jobs 

established by Prime Sponsors had job requirements that made them more 

appropriate to younger people with higher levels of education. In addition, 

youth program funds were specifically available to deal with the unemployment 

problems of younger age groups. This situation raised the question: Were 
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middle aged and older Alaska Natives receiving a disproportionately low 

share of CETA resources? This age group may be in particular need of 

manpower services since the group tends to have lower levels of education 

and to be the least geographically mobile. Moreover, the legislative in

tent of CETA is to serve particularly the structurally unemployed so neglect 

of this group would be contrary to legislative goals. 

Having identified a potential problem, we enter the next step of the 

manpower planning process: Determine universe of need.(Task 2). On the 

basis of available statistics, we very roughly estimated the numbers of 

Alaska Natives in each age group who were economically disadvantaged or 

unemployed and in need of manpower services (Table 6). 8 

Then we examined how many Alaska Natives in each age group are receiving 

CETA services. This estimation was done on the basis of Prime Sponsor 

quarterly reports, which delineate the numbers served in various age, sex, 
' 

and other categories. 9 The comparison does support the possibility that 

middle aged and older Alaska Natives are being neglected; while about 72 

percent of the 14-22 year olds seem to be served, only 14 percent of the 

group 45 years or older seem to be served (Table 7). 

At this point, the SMSC needs to consult with Prime Sponsors on a 

collaborative basis to see if its rough analysis does indeed indicate a 

problem. The SMSC might send out this analysis to Prime Sponsors, 

8These statistics are based in part on 1970 census information and are 
out of date. However, as Magnum and Snedeker point out, accurate information 
of this type is extremely expensive to generate, and a rough estimation can 
be useful as a general guide. Garth Magnum and David Snedeker, Manpower 
Planning for Local Labor Markets, Washington: Olympic Publishing Co., 1974. 
This volume is an excellent practical guide to manpower planning and it 
contains specific forms for determining universe of need and analyzing the 
labor market that the SMSC ~ight find adaptable to Alaska. 

9This estimation is also rough, for example, people may drop in and out 
of CETA programs and be double-counted. However, it is a useful initial step. 
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acknowledge that it is a rough estimation, and ask Prime Sponsors 1) if 

their experience indicates that middle aged and older Natives are being 

under-served, 2) what problems prevent Prime Sponsors from reaching this 

group (e.g., CETA regulations concerning maintenance of effort in youth 

programs, recruitment methods), and 3) what suggestions they might have 

for better serving this population (e.g., advocacy for change of CETA 

regulations, dissemination of employment models especially appropriate 

for this group). On the basis.of this information, the SMSC can decide 

whether service needs of middle aged and older Alaska Natives should be 

considered a significant statewide manpower problem and placed on the agenda 

of the SMSC. Assuming that this problem is chosen, in analyzing the labor 

market (Task 3), the SMSC would pay particular attention to employment 

areas particularly suited to this age group. 

The SMSC then moves into Phase II of the Manpower Planning Process: 

Resource and Problem Analysis. Discussions with Prime Sponsors have already 

provided information on some of the problems (Task 5) and program limitations 

affecting this group (Task 6). The SMSC may wish to direct staff to obtain 

more information on specific problems. It may direct staff to identify other 

service providers to this age group. It may ask Prime Sponsors who have 

developed particularly effective programs for this age group to discuss them 

at a future SMSC meeting. 

On the basis of this information, the SMSC enters Phase III of the 

Manpower Planning Process: Service Strategies and Goals. The council dis

cusses alternative approaches to the problem, for example, advocating changes 

in CETA regulations, disseminating information on successful programs through 

the CETA newsletter, or mobilizing relevant interest groups (Task 7). The 
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council estimates the funds and effort required to pursue each strategy 

(Task 8). This estimation may require more collaborative work with Prime 

Sponsors. The council then selects the strategy to pursue (Task 9). 

Phase IV is the implementation process. Depending on the manpower 

strategy cho3en, the SMSC might decide upon making recommendations to 

agencies (Task 10), using the 4% Statewide Manpower Services funds to 

initiate a promising pilot project (Task 11), or preparing proposals 

(Task 12)o The SMSC can also prepare relevant criteria (e.g., service to 

middle aged and older Alaska Natives) for reviewing the grant applications 

of the Municipality of Anchorage and Balance of State and the Annual 

Vocational Education Plan. 

While this illustrative issue arose through a review of Prime Sponsor 

programs, other issues might come to the attention of the SMSC through 

different means. Prime Sponsors might suggest issues and indeed could be 

systematically polled. Representatives of interest groups might bring 

matters to the council's attention. The SMSC should also request staff to 

obtain and routinely calculate from Prime Sponsor quarterly reports such 

\ information as a) proportion of positive terminations, b) participants 

enrolled in different activities, and c) participant costs for different 

• · · J.O Th · · f ' 'd h ' t . . activities. is in ormation provi es anot er importan- starting point 

for considering issues of program effectiveness and efficiency. 

lOEach Prime Sponsor files quarterly reports cons:i.sting of: a) 
Federal Cash Transactions Report, b) Program Status Summary, c) Financial 
Status Report, and d) Quarterly Summary of Participant Characteri.stic.s. 
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A Proposed SMSC Manpower Planning Process: Allocation of Work over SMSC 

Meetings 

Figure 5 shows the proposed SMSC planning tasks divided in a reasonable 

way over SMSC meetings. This proposed SMSC time-line assumes four SMSC 

meetings a year. It also incorporates dates for the completion of required 

and optional SMSC tasks which reflect reporting deadlines and other external 

circumstances. 

During the fall meeting, the SMSC essentially sets its agenda for the 

coming year. Prior to this meeting, the SMSC needs to have received from 

staff, special committees,or projects such information as 1) estimated 

unemployment among population groups that CETA is designed to serve; 

2) labor market trends affecting unemployment in different regions and . 
among different occupational groups; 3) CETA coverage of target popula-

tion groups during the past year; and a 4) narrative interpreting these 

statistics and identifying a number of potential manpower issues from which 

the SMSC may choose focal issues during the coming year. 

During this meeting, the SMSC tentatively identifies the major manpower 

issues it will address during the year,and assigns related work to staff or 
' 

committees. The SMSC also carries out other business, such as awarding 4% 

funds and approving the annual report. 

During the winter meeting, the SMSC considers alternative ways of 

responding to identified manpower issues. Staff or committees can be 

directed to examine more closely the feasibility of various options. The 

SMSC conducts other business, such as reviewing legislation and considering 

recommendations to the legislature. It directs staff to prepare criteria 
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for reviewing Prime Sponsor applications to determine if next year's 

plans address those issues which the SMSC has identified as manpower priorities. 

During the spring meeting, the SMSC discusses staff and committee reports 

on the feasibility of alternative strategies and decides upon the policy 

initiatives it will pursue. Where these initiatives require additional work, 

it assigns these tasks to staff ,10.r committee. The SMSC conducts other bus-

iness, such as making final decisions on criteria for reviewing Prime 

Sponsor applications. It examines potential 4% funds projects and directs 

staff to prepare grant applications where appropriate. 

The summer SMSC meeting is devoted to implementing manpower initiatives. 

The SMSC reviews Prime Sponsor applications to determine if priorities have 

been addressed. It approves grant applications, reviews the outline for the 

annual report, and decides upon recommendations to the Governor. 

This process requires testing over the following years to determine if 

it is workable and what modifications may be necessary. It will demand 

highly competent staff and substantial work from SMSC members. 

CONCLUSION 

The SMSC can make a substantial contribution to the identification and 

resolution of Alaska's manpower problems. Prime Sponsors delivering man

power services do not have the resources to carry out batlic manpower planning. 

Greater coordination between individual Prime Sponsors, the Research & 

Analysis Division of the Department of Labor, and the vocational education system 

would substantially increase the effectiveness of Alaska 0 s manpower system. 

The SMSC can serve a valuable role in better integrating the elements of the 

system and in introducing policy initiatives whi.ch address Alaska's unusual 

manpower problems. 
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APPENDIX A 

Role of State Manpower Services Council as Defined by Comprehensive 

Employment and Training Act of 1973, P.L. 93-203; 87 STAT. 839 

STATE MANPOWER SERVICES COUNCIL 

Sec. 107. (a)(l) Any State which desires to be designated as a 
prime sponsor and to enter into arrangements with the Secretary 
under this title shall establish a Manpower Services Council (herein
after referred to as the "Council") which shall exercise the 
powers and duties set forth in this section. 
(2) The Council established pursuant to paragraph (1) shall--

(A) be appointed by the Governor (who shall designate one 

member thereof to be Chairman) and shall be composed of--

(i) representatives of the units or combinations of 
units of general local government in such State, who shall 
comprise at least one-third of the membership of the 
Council, which have comprehensive manpower plans approved 
under section 108 (except that the initial appointments 
to the Council may consist of representatives of units 
or combinations of units of general local government 
described in clauses (2), (3), (4), and (5) of section 102(a) 
which have indicated an intention to submit a plan for 
approval under section 108), and such representatives shall 
be designated by the chief executive officers of the units 
or combination of units of general local government which 
qualify for representation under this section in accordance 
with procedures agreed upon by such chief executive officers; 

(ii) one representative each of the State board of 
vocational education and the public employment service of 
such State; 

(iii) one representative of each such other State agency 
as the Governor may determine to have a direct interest in 
overall manpower training and utilization within the State; 

(iv) representatives of organized labor; 
(v) representatives of business and industry; 
(vi) representatives of community-based organizations 

and of the client community to be served under this Act (in
cluding) where persons of limited English-speaking ability 
represent a substantial portion of the client population, 
appropriate representation of such persons); and 

(vii) representatives of the general public. 
(B) be appropriately staffed and serviced by the State 
prime sponsor; 
(C) meet at such times and in such places as it deems 
necessary. 
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(b) The Council shall--
(1) review the plans of each prime sponsor and the plans 

of State agencies for the provision of services to such 
prime sponsors, and make recommendations to such prime 
sponsors and agencies for the more effective coordination of 
efforts to meet the overall manpower needs of the State; 

(2) continuously monitor the operation of programs 
conducted by each prime sponsor, and the availability, 
responsiveness, and adequacy of State services, and make 
recommendations to the prime sponsors, to agencies 
providing manpower services, and to the Governor and 
the general public with respect to ways to improve the 
effectiveness of such programs or services in fulfilling 
the purposes of this Act; 

(3) make an annual report to the governor which shall be 
a public document, and issue such other studies, reports, or 
documents as it deems advisable to assist prime sponsors or to 
otherwise help carry out the purposes of this Act. 
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SUMMARY SHEET FOR INTERVIEWEE 

CETA PRIME SPONSOR INTERVIEW 

The State Manpower Services Council (SMSC) has funded this study to 
help it define a more useful role in working with Pri~e Sponsors. The 
Council is responsible for helping to coordinate manpower activities in 
Alaska, for example, reviewing state agency plans for providing services 
to Prime Sponsors and making recommendations to the Governor about their 
availability and adequacy. A second function of the Council is to recommend 
allocation of the Governor's four percent monies for providing statewide 
manpower services. This provision enables the Council to fund programs of 
benefit to Prime Sponsors. 

We would like to obtain your ~iews on what the State Manpower Services 
Council could usefully do and bring to the Council a better understanding 
of your program and its needs. 

Interview Outline 

I.. Improving coordi.nati on of manpower activities: Prime Sponsor 
recommendations to SMSC. 

II. Use of 4% Statewide Services Funds: Prime Sponsor recommendations 
to SMSC. 

111. Prime Sponsor Organization and Program. 

July - 1.978 
Stutc flanpmver Services Council 
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PRIME SPONSOR INTERVIEW 

I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal agencies 
which have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would 
like to know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, 
and hm·1 satisfied you have been with the services -- both the service 
itself and the ease of working with the agency to arrange for it. 

~- Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. 
(Was the coordination formal or informal? At what levels did 
you coordinate with the agencies?) 

1. Job Service, Dept. of Labor: 
Occupational testing, job openings 
Why/\·1hy not: ---------How: -------------

2. Research & Analysis Division, Dept. 
of Labor: Labor statistics 
Why/why not: ----------How: -------------

3. Employment Security, Dept. of Labor: 
Record keeping, certification 
Why/why not: _________ _ 
How: -------------

· 4. BIA, Employment Assistance and other 
services 
Why/why not: ________ _ 
How: -------------

5. Adult & Continuing Education, Dept. 
of Education 
Why/why not: ________ _ 
How: -------------

6. AFDC-WIN, DHSS 
Why/why not: ----------How: ------~------

7. Veterans Administration 
Why/why not: ----------How: -------------

(Agencies Continued) 

Satisfied 
Did Not Not 

Use Used Very Very 

D D DD 

D D DD 

D D DD 

D D DD 

D DD D 

D DD D 

D DD D 
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A. Coordination with fodera l, state and local agencies (cont.) 

Satisfied 
Did Not Not 

Use Used Very Very 

8. Economic Development Administration, 
Oe~t. of Commerce D D D D 
~lhy /why not: 
How: 

9. Local Community-based organizations 
D pertinent to this region. (e.g. D D D 

Fairbanks Native Association) 
Why/why not: 
How: 

10. Agencies which provide support services D D D D 
a. Social Services Program - .BIA D D D D 
b. Day Care Assistance - CRA D D D D 
c. Legal Assistance - Alaska Legal D D D D 

Services 

d. Food Stamps - DHSS D D D D 
e. Health Services - including ANMC, D D D D 

Mental Health & Family Planning 
OHSS 

Which services? 

11. Other agencies not listed. D ODD 

B. Coordination with other Prime Sponsors and sub-regions. 

1. Have you worked with other Prime Sponsors in areas of common 
concern? 

Joint Training Programs Joint Employment Programs 
Sub contracts Technical Assistance 
Exchange of Employment Information (please explain) _____ _ 
Other Concerns ---------------------

2. Do you see other ways in which it would be helpful to work with 
other Prime Sponsors? (Please explain) 
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C. Role of the State t1anpower Services Council. 

1. Are there services currently provided by SMSC which have 
assisted in fulfillment of your goals? 

YES NO 

If so, what are they? -----------------

2. The SMSC could aid in coordinating manpower activities in 
different ways. Which of the following services would be 
most useful to your program? 

Very 
Useful Useful 

Somewhat Not 
Useful Useful 

a. Publishing an annual directory 
of pertinent agencies, pro- D 
grams and contact persons 

b. Sponsoring conferences where 
· agencies and other Prime D 

Sponsors present their pro-
grams and identify mutual 
concerns 

c. Contacting Prime Sponsors on 
an individual basis to deter- f I 
mine their program coordina-
tion needs and then contacting 
relevant state, federal and 
local agencies 

d. Providing, through the 
regular CETA Newsletter, in
formation on agency programs 
useful to Prime Sponsors 

e. Develop and advocate m~npower 
policy 

f. Disseminate information on 
innovative and successful 
programs 

D 

D 

D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

3. Are there other ways you could suggest for the Council to 
assist the Prime Sponsors in the area of manpower services 
coordination? 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
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II. Prime Sponsor recommendations for use of 4% Statewide Service Funds. 

We would like to obtain your views on the kinds of statewide manpower 
projects and activities the State Manpower Services Council should 
support. 

Below are listed several possible projects and activities. These 
have been suggested by Prime Sponsors and members of the SMSC or have 
been used successfully in other states. For each of these, would you 
indicate how useful the project would be? 

Very 
Useful Useful 

1. Develop yearly statistics for 
Prime Sponsor use on employment D 
and unemployment of target groups 
as required in the CETA annual 
plan 

2. Develop an Alaska Manpower plan-
ning model for use by Prime D 
Sponsors. Such models have been 
used successfully in other areas 
to quantify target groups, iden-
tify the particular barriers 
which hold them back in the job 
market, and analyze alternative 
manpower services in order to 
choose the manpower strategy 
that best meets their needs 

3. Sponsor conferences which provJde 
Prime Sponsors \-vi th opportunities D 
for obtaining the latest infor-
mation on areas of anticipated 
economic development and new job 
openings in Alaska 

4. Sponsor conferences which address 
new directions in job development D 
strategies and pro~ide Prime 
Sponsors with better information 
on Alaska educational programs 

(Questions Con-tinued) 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Somewhat Not 
Useful Useful 

D -D 

D D 

D D 

D D 
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Very 
Useful Useful --- ---

5. Sponsor experimental programs 
such as a job-sharing or Job LJ C 
restructuring demonstration 
program. This pilot program 
would examine the potential 
of job-sharing as a means for 
increasing the total number of 
jobs in local areas and for 
structuring jobs to more 
closely fit with the life-style 
preferences of certain target 
groups 

6. Support studies which take a 
broad or long term perspec- CJ D 
tive on Alaska manpower issues, 
for example, analyzing the total 
community impact of CETA train-
ing and employment programs and 
determining what could occur if 
CETA funds were cut substantially 
or withdrawn 

7. Develop planning for and evalu-
ation of manpower programs D D 
appropriate for subsistence life-
styles 

8. Provide Technical & Training Assistance 
including the following areas: 
Program administration and 

management training D D 
Management information systems 
Preparation for audit 
Fiscal management systems 
Other · 
Which would be the most useful? 

Somewhat Not 
Useful Useful ----

,; D '-----' 

D D 

D D 

D ·o 

-----------------
III. Prime Sponsor Organization 

. 
We would like to get a better understanding of your organizational 
structure and program so that the SMSC will be able to provide a better 
response to your particular situation. Could you give me a picture of 
your Prime Sponsor organization which indicates main staff, their 
regional location, and chief program responsibility? Perhaps your pro
posal already contains one? , 
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Prime Sponsor Programs. 

Could you describe' the services provided by your program within each 
of the CETA Titles? 

Sub- Funding 
Direct contract Both Level 

A. Title !/(Section 302 D D r 1 D 
Title I II) 

B. Title II and VI FY78 D D D D 
c. Youth Programs FY78 D D D D 
D. Economic Stimulus D D D D 

Programs 

E. Other Programs D D D D 

What services are provided? (classes, on the job, work experience, 
supplemental experience) 

Planning process -- how do you decide what services you are going to 
provide under the title, and when during the year are these decisions 
made? 

How do you review programs that you have provided? 

What approaches did you try that did not work out? 

In what program areas have you oeen most successful, in terms of par
ticipant interest and job placements? 

.... 
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Prime Sponsor Progronts (cont.) 

Given the follo~·ling aspects of your program, which do you see as your 
strongest and weakest areas? 

Recruitment Devel op.ment Training Placement Follow-up 

V. Regional Advisory Council 

Since the State Manpower Services Council would like to compliment 
the services of your Prime Sponsor Advisory Council, could you describe 
your council's current role? 

A. Who are the members of the Council and how often do they have the 
opportunity to meet? 

B. In what areas of concern are they active at this point? 

Planning Planning 
Currently to Become to Become 
Active More Active Less Active 

1. Identification of target D D .0 
populations & their needs 

2. Planning of services D D D 
3. Coordination with other D D D 

local manpower activities 

4. Monitoring and evaluation D D D 
of services 

5. Other concerns D D D 

C. Are they planning to become more or less active in any of these 
areas? 

... 

July - 1978 
State Manpm·Jer Services Council 
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APPENDIX C 

COMMENTS OF PRIME SPONSORS ON ROLE OF 

STATE MANPOWER SERVICES COUNCIL 

IN RESPONSE TO INTERVIEW ITEMS 
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Are there services currently provided by SMSC which have assisted in 
fulfillment of your goals? 

-Valuable because of the Governor's approval on statewide policy. On a 
nation:il level tht:. SHSC effort5 toward CETA re-authorization, funding 
are useful. 

-Native prime sponsors are invited to meetings. There are regular 
r~presentatives on Board who send inforraation back for those who 
cannot make it to meetings. (Prime sponsors must let DINAP know whan 
they are going to meetings out of their region~) 

-Supportive to native primes, legislation to give Governor veto power, 
supportive in legislative concerns. However, staff overlap with BOS 
is a problen. - would. like separate staff. 

-Establishment of State Manpower policy is useful although in need of 
revision. 

-Perc~ive the SHSC as providing guidance and policy rather than 
services .. 

-I am not aware of what the Council does .. 

-There is general confusion about roles and services provided by the 
Council .. 

-Communication back to the Price Sponsors is poor. 

-Because it is unclear what the SMSC does provide. 
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J.:hc SNSC could aid in coordinating mnnpoucr activities in differ 
ent wayf;. Hhich of the following services would be most use( ul to 
your program? 

Publishing an annual directory of pertinent agencies, pro 6r~ms 
and contact persons. 

-Very useful if the directory could be kept current as people change. 

-A directory on a quarterly basis, or an annual directory with amend-
ments would be useful. 

-Not useful, 'this may be a duplication of services. 

-Very use and useful for the region, get frequent requests from 
villages for information on services. 

-Providing that they updated regularly - perhaps just a list, 
less expensive. 

-May be ·a dup_lication of work. 
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Sponsoring ~onferences ~1erc agencies and oci1cr Prlme Sponsors 
present their programs and i<lcnt.i.f y tiiut.ual concerns. 

-This would have to take more open cor.u--:.un;i.cation. 

-Useful if manpower workshops address rurat needs. 

-Conference expenses break the financial back of small prime sponsors. 

-Prime Sponsor 302 Association was doing this through their regular 
meetings until summer • 

. -Manpower conference held in spring of 1978 was useful. 

-Conferences have been done in past, useful, Lois Lind '.s shop is 
improving rapport. 

-Very useful especially where BOS and Native Primes in same area .. 

-SMSC meets often enough to mandate primes. to present program. 
Information is useful but not in this form. 
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Contracting Prime Sponsors on an individual b~~.sis to determine their 
prugrao coordination needs an<l then cont~cti~g relevant state, federal 
and local agencies. 

-Very useful because this doesn't: happen nm.,, don't know if the State 
Manpower Services Council could do it better. 

-This prime sponsor is way ahead - may be useful to other prime 
sponsors. 

-Not useful - can't envision what they could do that .would be useful. 

-The first half of this statement is useful, should be done more 
frequently - then transmitting information about Prime Sponsor Needs 
to Region X. 

-Very useful if meaningful coordination would result in breaking 
logjams which previously have been prohibitive. It would be very 
useful if the SNSC strength could be drawn upon between quarterly 
meetings - for example by use of phone polling -to make recorwuen
dations in support of coordination efforts~ 

-Useful., would like to see SNSC as strong coordinating role where 
prime sponsors could come to meetings, review problems and refer back 
to the governor. 

-Useful but in a group meetirtg rather than on an individual basis. 
However, individual meetings would be useful for information gathering 
and probl2m solving. 

-Useful as long as there is contact but not interference (trying to 
run the program). 
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Prov:i<ling, through the regular CETA Newsletter, information on nsency 
pro 9r.:ims useful to Pr.imc Sporwors. 

-Information by region, by pr,ograzt, by person would be uneful. 

-CETA Newsletter is geared toward larger, metropolitan programs and 
training, does not provide useful program information for rural prime 
sponsors .. 

-Would like to see Newsletter more broad based, more frequently 
published. 

-Information on other similar programs, not just CETA, would be 
useful. 

-American Indian Coalition Newsletter already provides one source for 
this information. 

-Useful, it would be helpful to start incorporating a regular report 
from each prime sponsor on activities, number of persons served and 
type of activities. 

-Not useful, also the current newsletter is not useful. 
\ 

-Very useful, already covers information. 

-If they found out what the Prime Sponsors are interested in. 

-Very useful as long as the coverage is objective, not biased, and 
that training and programs listed are good quality. 

-Could make direct contacts just as well. 
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Develop and ndvocntc m~npower policy. 

-SNSC should prob~bly develop aud advocate policy, however this would 
not be useful to this Title III Prime Sponsor. 

-As a combined unit Al'ICH, BOS, and };ative Primes look at financial 
allocation cs compared to target groups. 

-Unless the policy has clout it is not useful, people respond to 
_pressure. 

-Not useful for Title III's. 

-Individual prime sponsors are already involved in manpower policy 
development., 

-Very useful, should be reviewed and updated on a year to year basis .. 

-Not useful if it would hamper program or existing policies or re-
strict operations. Useful if it won't clarify or recommend things to 
assist our goals. 

-Would question reliability if done. 

-Not useful, this is too political. 

-Useful to consider counseling component in manpower planninge 
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Dissemln3te information on inno~ative nnd successful programs. 

-Very useful, even if information is not about rural programs it could 
be adapted. 

-Very useful, if passed out information on really valid Native Prime 
and othe~ programs. 

-Very useful, information on innovative programs which are culturally 
relevant. 

-Useful, if it could be done using nedia, video taping, attractive 
graphics. 

-Useful, clearinghouse function for information that prime sponsors 
may benefit from. 

-If there could be short summaries of programs that would be useful.· 

-Very useful for information on projects that would be useful or 
applicable to these clients. 

-Could be a value judgment. 

-Already know what other primes are doing, may be a duplication of 
.information. The term successful makes one think of other programs 
as less successful - brings out a sense of competition rather than 
cooperation. 
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Are there othe.r ways you could suggest for the Council to n~'\si~t 
the Prime. Spo~sors in the area of m.:1npower services coordination? 

-Provide technical assistance. 

-Keep state in line with the decisions it makes in its recormnen<l 
ations. 

-Describe and explain how BOS regions and native prime sponsors are to 
work together. 

-Assist in recorn.:.uending native position to the governor. 

·-Develop attractive programs which a Prime Sponsor would feel good 
about, particularly encourage joint ventures or relationships for 
programs such as CINA summer SPEDY. 

-Interested in having the Council serve as ·a clearinghouse for re
source possibilities assistance in grant groundwork on special pro
grams. Providing prime sponsors with information about related 
funding sources. 

-It would 
and their 
pipeline. 
areas, to 

be very useful to have video tapes about ~~npower projects 
implications OCS-timber developments-fisheries-Northwest 

Tapes or surr:.:naries of meetings could be sent to outlying 
provide a better information base for prime sponsors. 

-Assist in cutting back in delays of information flow between BOS and 
Native Prime Sponsors. 

-Describe or explain how BOS and Native Primes are to work together. 

-Look into coordination with other programs. Recommend action to the 
governor when state agencies cannot work together .. 

-Act as coordinating body for delivery of manpower services statewide, 
not just CET.:\. Have separate staff funded by the state to enable 
scope to go to manpower issues beyond CETA. 

-Have an open attitude about all manpower programs which are good for 
Alaska, not just state programs. 

-Useful to provide money for technical assistance and training (TAT), 
help look for other TAT funding sources. Provide information on training 
and employment available through cooperative arrangements with other 
state/local/federal agencies, e.g., Forest Service put an intern with the 
NPR forestry program - advantageous to both groups. 

-Could provide primes with specific information rather than just figures. 
Reporting at SMSC of regional meetings is not accurate. Regional meetings 
should be referenced directly back.to SMSC. Region 2 has not met to 
select a rep for CMPC vacancy; consequently, no official.rep at GMPC 
next week. 

-Programmatically would like to see SMSC work with state, local, federal 
agencies for development of learning materials, instructional aides for 
v.1.llages. 
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pevelop ycnrly statistics for Prine Sponsor use on employment and 
uncmploym2nt of tarr,l::!t groups as rC:!quircd in the CETA c1nnunl plc1.n. 

-Quarterly statistics would be useful, ·with spot checking for figures 
accuracy. 

-Very useful if process consistently included native prime sponsors 
in development of statistics. 

-Recommend that research and analysis provide this, in the form 
applicable for use by_all Prime Sponsors. 

-Very useful.- depends on how it is structured. Identifying eligible 
participants per region and develop statistics on characteristics of 
target groups .. 

-Useful if statistics realistically reflect total native population. 
CETA directors would count their own populations as they know who is 
in their region .. 

-Very useful - would like to have this done with research and analysis 
section of Departuent of Labor, not a separate unit. 

-Very useful as long as statistics are on a regional basis. 

-Under SMSC - however recommend to the Goyernor that additional monies 
be made available for this project since it is too expensive for.SMSC 
available funds. 

-If used, CETA employment and unemployment criteria would be extremely 
useful if developed jointly in BOS and region. 

-Use BIA survey - useful if Prime Sponsors figures would be acceptable 
and then SMSC figures would be used not alienating. 
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Develop nn Alaska Manpower planning model for use by Prime Sponsors. 
Such models hav~ been used successfully in other o.rt!.3.S to quantify 
target groups, identify the! particular barriers which hold Lhem bad~ 
in the job mc1rket, and nnalyze alternative m:inpower service~, :i.n orJ.er 
to choose the ~anpower strategy that best meets their needs. 

-Because.Alaska is so divergent "one" manpower planning model would 
not work. 

-Rapid administrative turnover rates, therefore this planning in~ 
formation may be useful to pr~gram administrators. 

-Not useful, already know the target group and the barriers which hold 
them back are the lack of existing jobs in rural ar·eas, coming up with 
an answer to the lack of jobs would be useful. 

-Regions are too diverse for one model, there could be benefits to a 
regional model. 

-Useful if the manpower planning model could be put back into language 
for lay persons to use and understand it. 

-Very useful if had information on what mixes of services have been 
successful with target groups sioilar to Alaska groups. 

-Very useful on a regional basis. 

-Very useful to have a Alaskan model rather than one from outside 
which does not reflect Alaskan realities. 

-Useful to have three levels of models: l)urban Anchorage, Fairbanks; 
2)rural - Sitka, Cordova) Haine$; and 3)village - Tatitlik, Shageluk. 

-If-developed in the workshop manner - model developed in workshop people 
could take what was pertinent for them. Not only bits a~d pieces and 
exchange ideas to death. 

-Hard to use a planning model that would work for the bush. Leave the 
planning up to the Prime Sponsors. 
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~ponsor conferences whlch provi<le Prlrnc Sponsors with opportunities 
for obtaining the latest information on areas of anticipated economic 
devclop~cnt and new job openings in Alaska. 

-Very useful if econowic development and job opening information done 
on a realistic basis, with a probability factor. Useful if skilled 
trained persons provide this inforr.stion. 

-This information may interfere with the confidential and competitive 
position of prima sponsors. 

-Infonnation would be useful in media rather than conference forw. 

-Very useful because often hiring is done outside the State of Alaska. 

-This would encourage local training for upcot11ing jobs. 

-Useful, seminars nay be better, short,· structural, informational, 
conferences and naetings may be productive. 

-Very useful, because we can use that information for development of 
goals and objectives. 

-Interesti-qg and useful for aler'ting staff to major trends. 

-Information useful if in a different format such as newsletters. 
If conferences are chosen as format then during winter months. 

-Good idea - but Alaska is small - not th.at many job opportunities to 
justify the expense of a conference. 
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Sponsor conferences ,<l1ich address new directions in job devclop~ent 
strategies and provirle Prime Sponsors with better info.::-mat:.ion on 
Alaska educational prozrruns. 

-Useful for information on education programs, not job development 
·strategies. 

-Useful, constantly need a flow of information summan.zing what is 
going on about programs statewide and elsewhere. 

-Useful, job development strategies could be part of inforraation 
interchange, value in vocational training conference in Alaska .. 

-Prefer media form for transmitting this information. 

-Useful if have structured, high powered people .. It would be worth 
spending money on one tight conference. 

-Information useful but not this format. 

-Information.on Alaska educational programs needs to be stressed~ 
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Sponsor experimental pr.ograms such as a job sharing or job restruc
turing demonstration pro;, 1,rmn. This pilot progrnra would C'xu.ntnc the 
.2otcntial of -job sharing as a means for incn!;::wtng the tot,"11 rntr.~b(;!r of 
jobs in local area~; and for struct1 1rin'.'.r. jobs to more closr:-ly fit w.i.th 
the life style preferences of certain target groups. 

-Useful Qut it depends on the area. 

-Useful if Native Prime Sponsors had enough input and the council was 
strong in making recommendations. 

-Very useful, if someone could put dmm a simple explanation and 
demonstration program on job sharing, this would be signific~nt. It 
would be valuable to explore the potential and pitfalls of such a 
program. 

-Job sharing is a useful idea to explor~-

-lfould like to see prime sponsors funded to do pilot programs. 

-''Structuring jobs to more closely fit with the life style preferences 
of certain target groups" is the most interesting, useful portion of 
this statement. 

-The job sharing idea is useful, experi~ental programs should not be 
as high a priority as communication and changing administrative 
structures .. 

-Potential experimentation with concept that there may not be jobs for 
all. Guaranteed annual income, money for special scientific, academic 
study. 

-More information is needed on e:x-peri.rJ.ental programs before decisions 
are made. 

-Somewhat u~eful, but other funds (Title I) could be used for these 
types of projects. 

-Useful, people are interested in working part of the year, and 
having off part of the year. This would be pre~ereable to 1/2 day 
work. 

-Very useful (As part question 3) it would be best to tailor something 
for the region particularly, but not to experiment just for the sake 
of experimenting. 

-CETA speaks to this but there are conflicting regulations on job sharing -
so useful to test out what can be done within the guidelines. 

-Excellent idea - need to have experimental programs to prove which program: 
are effective, develop them into primary program. 

. . 

-Given the anticipated level of funding, there are other items which are 
_higher priority. The CETA program overall should be training people for 

projects to build fisheries 7 , roads, gas pipeline, darns. 
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Support !itudics which tnke a bro:id or lon3-tcrm pc~rspec.tivt! on 
Ala.ska manpm.;er 'issues, for exa:-:1ple, ann lyzing the total co:1G1uni ty 
impact of CETA training and cmployr::ient pror,CH:-ts and determin'in;; w:rnt 
coul<l occur if CETA funds were cut suhstantinlly or wlth<lcm,,rrt. 

-Unrealistic, tired of planning and reports. 

-Useful, it is i1;1portant once in a while to step back and look at the 
.. impact of CETA. 

-Useful if the studies utilize data available from Native Prime 
Sponsors, and give enough lead time to Primes for data assembly. This 
would provide more lead time for program planning. 

-Useful if the studies are broad based, with enough ground truth to 
make thera realistic. 

-Very useful, but hard to do would you set up some type of control 
village? 

-Samewh?t useful, we already know our area - know the impact of CETA 
and the cash flow it brings to villag~s. 

-Very useful, because using that study perhaps programs can shift 
gears. 

-Unemployment rates would jump substantially. Withdraw them all and 
qa an actual needs analysis. 

-Impossible, depends on CETA enactment. There would be concern of 
the legalities of such an evaluation, concern about the value, 
pertinence of that question. 

-Not in favor of studies at this time. 
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Develop planning for and evaluation of manpower programs app~oprlate 
for subsistence life styles. 

-Very useful but don't know how they would do this. 

-Very useful however, the state personnel do not have enough 
experience, this planning and evaluation should be done by 
Native Prime Sponsorse 

-Somewhat useful, interested in this although not directly involved in 
it. 

--Very useful - subsistence is a valid transitional life .style, train
ing for subsistenc·e is more useful that the "no-job, job training". 

-Useful but now can people be paid to learn subsistence. This may be 
a conflict in terms. 

-CETA is already doing this. 

-Very useful to regions where participants are subsistence people. 

-Not interested in BOS doing it unless it was the staff ·in Bethel. 

-Pertinent for villages. 
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Provide Technk2.l and Training Assistance including the follo~-1ing 
areas: 5 - Progra~·adninlstrntion and rnanage~ent training, 1 -~~
nagement informtion svsteras, 1 - Preparatloa for nudit 2 3 -Fiscal 
management systens, Other. 

-Very useful, is assisting primes to improve programs .. 

-This·may be an overlap, Federal Goverru~ent provides tecijnical and 
training experience for Title III prime sponsors. 

-T.A. would be he.lpful, .i.f one model was prepared for large primes and 
one for smaller prime sponsors. 

-Native prirne sponsors oz;-ient other new native prime sp.onsor directors. 
Could do more mutual skill sharing since they know more than outsiders, 
about day to day accounting, and problems faced by Prime Sponsor 
Directors in Alaska. 

-T.A. would be very useful if administered on a one to one basis -
provider would ad~inister assistance on-site, directly related to the 
program which is asking for the assistance. 

-T.A~ particularly useful if assistance is provided to initially 
orient new directors, quarterly reporting system requirements, ad
ministration of programs setting up management systems to get people 
off on the right foot. 

-Not useful - don't see the SMSC as providing T.A. 

-Alaska Federation of Natives is providing T.A. 

-Substitute "Arrange for" for "Provide" - doubtful if SHSC could staff 
this highly .. It would be possible to have an interchange of staff 
between prirne spo:isor staff~ fiscal operation staff-loaned to another 
prime sponsor on contract if SHSC could pay travel and per diem. 

-Useful if sent someone who already knows the mechanics of the op
eration. If it was someone who ca-;:r:e up who hadn't run program I 
wouldn't send people to it. 

-Very useful to have an orientation in Juneau for new CETA Prime 
Sponsor directions. The orientation could last several days and 
cover reporting, grant modifications, programs, possible funding 
link-up with DINAP. 

-Flexible in terms of usefulness - depends on con.tent and how it is 
handled. Description of substance and resources should be available 
ahead of time. Useful to have basic technical assistance; high rate 
of automatic ongoing information. 

-Regional OSORO training center RTC for primes for Region X then 
very useful for joint workshop to BOS, MOA, Title III Primes together. 
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.APPENDIX D 

COMMENTS OF PRIME SPONSORS ON RELATIONSHIPS 

WITH STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES AND 

OTHER PRIME SPONSORS IN RESPONSE TO INTERVIEW ITEMS 
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I. Prime Sponsor reconnnendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal. agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

Ae Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

is Job Service, Dept. of Labor: Occupational testing, job openings 

-Seldom used. No job service facilities in the region. Mail materials, 
little visibility. Would like to see at least one traveling person. 
One per year to all plus three month ":isits to Pribilof and Unalaska. 

-Do not see them as being sensitive to Natives. 

-Certify eligibility VI, II. Nonfinancial agreement with state office. 
Does not cover occupational testing because they only get funded for 
placements. Want reimbursement from CETA. 

-Sent White people for Native positions; were not aware if they go to 
villages to work. They advertise CETA positions in their office to 
coordinate. 

-Plan to use more for occupational testing. Have a cooperative agreement 
with Job Service. Coordinate actively on job openings - pick up infor
mation daily. Anchorage job service is effective and well run. 

-1976 written agreement - referrals on people, exchange information 
on jobs - work with Glennallen job service office. Nine youth in 
Glennallen work. 

v-GATBY testing. 

-Testing, referrals, good communication. Would like to have microfiche 
system to list job skills and experience. 

-Receive regular listing of jobs from Anchorage - review and send them 
to key people - CETA liaison in writing. 

-Only used for 4 positions - originally had.8 positions - BOS cut 4. 

-Primarily as subcontractor for Title I, classroom training program 
operated by DOL recruiting - enrollment - payment of advance placement -
formal arrangement for referral of PSE. 

-State local offices - good rapport. Formal-nonfinancial agreement -
DOL utilize data from - ... - manpower specialists go through same 
training as state manpower specialistso CETA takes UI applications. 

-Referrals - good working relationship. Try to provide sharing of in
formation. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

2. Research & Analysis Division, Dept. of Labor: Labor statistics 

-Use occasionally. If more analysis of bush communities were done, then 
it would be useful. 

-Never had a need·to use for statistics; comfortable with own statistics. 
However, read reports sent over by R & A. 

-Funded by feds, limited in statistics available beyond those core 
requirements for feds. No regional data which coincides. Not adequate 
information on youth. Not enough staff, no state funds. 

-No statistics on Alaska Native. No way for Research & Analysis to 
collect information directly from Prime Sponsors. 

-Local statistics available through recent study done by the health 
department. 

-Not aware of reports - know the regio~, already seasonal jobs. Long
term people get jobs that are here. 

-Statistics not applicable to reservation. 

-Use local statistics on population. Unemployment/subgroup statistics -
urban stats more useful. Urban labor market demand data. 

-Resources too limited .to be of much use. Do not have funds to find 
out who is unemployed. Unemployed do not get counted unless fill out 
UI forms. Have expertise but not budget. 

-Information - not always in total agreement. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state -and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

3. Employment Security, Dept. of Labor: 'Record keeping, certification 

-Time delays are a problem. To be sure that no one is on both unemployment 
insurance and CETA. However, cannot certify from Anchorage. 

-Get referrals from them, have used computer service. Have a written 
agreement. Computer service lacked whole villages. 

-Verification of persons applying, to make sure they are eligible. 

-Feel that their interviewers lack sensitivity to Natives. 

-Not required by regulations to use as certification tool. 

had supplied lists of PSEs which had not been used. Held 
a workshop for the subregional office on unemployment insurance; 
workshop was very useful. 

~Used system for certification. 

-Job referrals back and forth. Projects - information sharing. 

-It would be very helpful if representatives could come out to the 
Primes .. rather than Primes having to keep going down to a central office. 

-Mailing packets of forms to postmasters; distribution not good enough. 

-Information not always available; would like more up to the minute 
information. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal. agencies which 
have programs that coul<l be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used Lhese programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

4. BIA, Employment Assistance and other services 

-Used for referrals rather than working directly with deputy director. 
Program is hampered by too-little money. 

-Prefer to go through..,...,..._...., church groups, prefer not to have people 
go through BIA system. 

-Informal coordination but do .. not use services - limit duplication of 
services. 

-No office currently in Dillingham. 

-Have integrated BIA under Summer training can use BIA 
voe. ed. funds. 

-Would like to use them - have not had time to develop a relationship. 

-BIA refers people to us, who advise BIA of pertinent coordinating 
activities. 

-Indirectly coordinate through the inneragency council. 

-Deal with Anchorage office directly because of directors contact 
with that office. Work with BIA a lot. Have a proposal for KANA 
to manage a branch office for Kodiak area BIA. 

-Talks with people interested in Voe. Ed. - is part of manpower division. 
Paid by BIA & CETA. ---- screens and CETA dir. makes final selection. 
Long term training period paid for by BIA. CETA manpower mainly short 
term. 

•Advertise their jobs in fS region) post signs. Work with staff member 
in Juneau. BIA contracts with police department and city manager. 

-Limited use for referrals - primarily from BIA to MOA. 

-Subcontract through BIA. Manpower does BIA report of manpower force, 
title VI reduced unemployment 62.3% to 50.6%. 

-Have been able to work together satisfied so far. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federnl agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We woul<l like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

Aa Coordination with federal, staie and local agencies. {Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

5. Adult & Continuing Education, Dept. of Education 

-Prefer to use - and center for staff development for culturally 
acceptable programs. 

-Subcontract - skill center and ABE. Cooperate on youth employment -
informal coop through Job Service. 

_......,;,._ runs own ABE program - state ABE program teaches people to get 
GED - not to read. Does not recognize 56% Alaska Natives lack high 
school education. 

-Has not been time to develop a relationship but would like to 
develop one. 

-CETA funded ABE programs. 

---·-has ABE program. This program coordinates with and is partially 
fuhded by the Department of Education. 

· has own education arm, also there is a JOM program where there 
are ABE instructors in the villages. 

-Have not been using them until talent search coordinator. Talks to 
them, tests counselors, Vista volunteer through AFN supervised by 
manpower since Oct. Talked with Kotzebue extension center. 

-A contract exists between Tlingit Haida and Juneau Community College 
to hire an individual to teach ABE in Metlakatla. 

-Title I - pay for CETA people to go to ABE program at community college. 

-Not right now but a needs assessment is being done in the villages by 
a staff person for the nonprofit to determine if village people are 
interested. 

-Have been satisfied but not real satisfied now. ACE subcontract that 
ABE instructors were to upgrade training. ACE overspent and has not 
paid bill. 

-ABE program is run through KCC, establishing a good communication 
system. 
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I. Prime Sponsor reconunendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state·and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencieso (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

6. AFDC-WIN, DHSS 

-Used for referrals, tty to get people off of AFDC. 

~Good program, not used enough. Not visible enough - many are eligible 
Native head of household. 

-Job Service - DHSS refe~ral, certification to avoid CETA being in 
a position to coordinate referrals. 

-Check for participants on DHSS programs to see what impact CETA 
involvement will have on their program. Participation or eligibility 

' . 

with DHSS. 

-Channel persons directly through social services at CINA. 

~11ave social services within corporation. 

-Very limited WIN program in Fairbanks - not very.active. 

-WIN people are priority, only on intake form is noted. 

-Used local DHSS office - refers people to CETA. 

-Pay allowances for WIN persons going to ABE - formal agreement. 

-Persons eligible for AFDC were automatically referred to BIA. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal. agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agenciese (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

7. Veterans Administration 

-Not a lot of region people who are veterans. 

-Only used once. 

-State level - vets receive OJT through education - coordination on 
informal agreement. Head of state VA to act as ad hoc member of 
Governors Manpower Planning Commission. 

-Little or no contact. Most Alaska Natives are not veterans or do not 
go in for veteran benefits except perhaps housing. Already receiving 
benefits under BIA. 

-There has been confusion as to whether there is a VA person in Fairbanks. 

-An intake form asks if persons are veterans; veterans are a priority. 

-Have not used much; primarily work through the employment service. 
However, there is a new person from VA on the Anchorage Advisory Council. 

-Would like to look into potential coordination; however, at this time 
not using. Veterans are not the highest priority within the target 
populations. 

-Work through Employment Security vets rep above national standards 
for vets enrolled in program. Subcontract to VFW service offices to 
provide clerical support. 

-There'is a VFW in Bethel but no.VA office. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

8. Economic Development Administration, Department of Commerce 

-This program is run out of the resources dept. - in~ernal coordination. 

-Some joint contracts with Ruralcap, weatherization, subsistence 
gardens. 

-Coordinate on bottom fishing training. 

-There is an EDA planning office in BBNA which has EDA grant for 
office and planning. 

--~involved but not manpower division so relationship was not direct. 

-Did·not use directly. 

-EDA monies come to somewhere else in the association. 

-·-corporation has a contact with ED~, not the manpower division. 

-EDA to corp. working with village building construction; CETA helps 
with construction labor. 

-Four grants through EDA (not through CETA); one grant for social service 
complex, another for cannery ice house. 

-Provided EDA with 100% .survey of fisherman and cannery earnings for 
1975. They used it to get monies. 

-Money went to nonprofit corporation; then CETA provided labor. Local 
works projects were in 18 villages (buildings in 14 villages allocated 
4.5 million). 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state-and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

9. Local community-based organizations pertinent to this region (e.g., 
Fairbanks Native Association) 

-Village councils, village nonprofits, business manager,·---. 

-As subgrantees and on SMSC and Governors Manpower Planning Commission. 

-Community schools is developing, also use U of A extension center. 
They coordinate with CETA for coordination of funding, .training efforts 
where CETA putting people and dollars. 

-Depends on the organization. Use AFN, other Title Ills, do not generally 
speaking have a close working relationship with others. 

-- is covering areas where local organizations would; church is 
their only other nonprofit. 

-Teen Center, IRAs in each village. 

-Schools, JOM, community ed., Fire Department, Police Department, 
Social Services all work with planning committee to determine where 
PSE slots needed. 

-Village corporations, nonprofits and profits, mountain marathon 
association in Seward. 

-Local community council of ------, ANB-ANS, IRA, local 
municipal govs. Each organization identifies community needs situation 
at ad hoc once per year. Set priority at local meeting; list all 
needs and prioritize. --

-KCC, Child Care Center-Bethel Social Services, AVCP~association of 
village council presidents, hospital, city of Bethel, REM-school 
district, YKHC-Hukon Kuskokwim, city councils, IRA (Indian Reorganiza~ion 
1936), Ruralcap, Nunam Kitlutsisti (Protector of the land), for instruction 
in fisheries and environmental subsistence. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal.agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

10. Agencies which provide support services 

a. Social Services Program.- BIA 

-Not very much - lack of understanding •. 

-Get people into school - higher ed. program. 

-No formal agreement but Natives eligible. 

-Work through Social Services Division of Cook Inlet. 

-Provides support services to others. In addition, it provides 
client referrals. ,. ' 

-Individuals - not formal agreement. 

-Used if clients go to-· and du not ·qualify for serv. Staff goes 
with client. 

-Work closely with BIA (from administrative point of view). 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

10. Agencies which provide support services 

b. Day Care Assistance - CRA 

assists them; Title VI develops staff resources for 
centers. 

-Operated as companion program under Human Services. 

-Operated own day care center - trained staff. 

-Staff day care center - with CETA. 

-~ determines eligibility for staff. 

-Day Care Center housed in church, unsure of its relation to CRA. 

-No'day care assi3tance in area - hoping to get into day care through 
CETA. 

-No formal agreement. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state -and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencieso (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

10. Agencies which provide support services 

c. Legal Assistance -·Alaska Legal Services 

-Referrals - level of satisfaction low but varies case by case. 

-Alaska Natives are not a high priority - used AFN paralegals, were 
more effective. 

-Subgrantee and participant positions. 

-Referred people - change of local ALS staff administration-good rapport. 
Find CETA jobs for persons seeking legal assistance who are eligible. 
Cross referral. 

-Found them to be overbooked, not funded enough to be responsive on 
a timely basis. 

-Two CETA workers, information passed, training classroom for city 
administrators. 

-No formal arrangement -counselors may refer people. 

-Person who did case groundwork left, continuity broken, have to 
repeat process. 

-Good administrative relationship - place Public Service Employees. 
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I. Prime Sponsor reconnnen<lations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal .agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

10. Agencies which provide support services 

d. Food Stamps - DHSS 

-Would like better information to old people who are eligible. 

-On individual basis. 

-Worked with (staff person). 

-Reluctant to send persons to food stamps. 

-Did not do information and referral because local people already knew 
about program. 

-Nonfinancial agreement with Job Service - DHSS as part of certificate. 

-Should be made easier to get in villages. 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

We have prepared for you a list of some state and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

10. Agencies which provide support services 

e. Health Services - including ANMC, Mental Health & Family Planning DHSS 
Which services? 

-For referrals. Blue Cross - in house health. 

-Mental Health - use this service frequently. Open Door, Community 
Clinic, Old hospital. 

-No. formal agreement. See at local level. 

-Refer people· to social worker, psychiatrist at Health Corporation and 
hospital. Happens through health aide, corporation or hospital. 

-Full time. 

-Tanana Chiefs has this contract. In some areas the community has its 
own mental health program. 

-Used indirectly through the......._, health d~partment. 

-CETA pays for emergency nurse at Public Health. Health Services 
Planning Project through Public Health. Food Services Reimbursement -
from Dept. of Education reimbursed for food used in Day Care Center. 

-Municipal Health Department. 

-Refer people to health arm of NPR, for services, client advocacy. ANMC 
is used by clients however there is concern over quality of service 
even though clients keep using services. Concern that Natives auto
matically sent to ANMC, 
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I. Prime Sponsor recommendations for improvement of coordination. 

,we have prepared for you a list of some state, and federal agencies which 
have programs that could be used by Prime Sponsors. We would like to 
know if you have used these programs in Fiscal Year 1978, and how satisfied 
you have been with the services -- both the service itself and the ease of 
working with the agency to arrange for it. 

A. Coordination with federal, state and local agencies. (Was the 
coordination formal or informal? At what levels did you coordinate 
with the agencies?) 

11. Other agencies not listed 

-CINA provides day care employment assistance. U of A -(ISER staff person) 
Indian Ed. for people with children. ANF - training manual, information, 
workshops for secretaries. 

-Community schools, 

-Local Social Service agencies. 

-State Social Services - Child support used. 

-Act as referral for Ahtna Lodge, survey for Meridian Corp. Showing 
all Ahtna stockholders how lived in region - who were e~ployed - where
union/non-union (done through PSEs). 

-AFN - Talent Search - CETA office contracts with them to do education 
counseling with youth under YETP youth pro~ram. 

-Informal to State Division of Personnel - classification of CETA in 
state gov •. subcontracts to employ with all division, DPDP (legislative 
input), TAT project, organized labor to insure training not in conflict. 

-Awake Shelter, Shelter for Battered Women, calls AFN with names of 
Alaska Natives who need jobs. Women's Resource Center. 

-AFN-CETA, CINA. University - program extension courses - Sand Point/ 
Unalaska. Use U of A staff on contract for summer. 




